PANITZA LIBRARY

STUDENTS’ PUBLICATIONS DIGITIZATION

PROJECT BACKGROUND
- Unique and fragile collection, in need of preservation
- Increase visibility and enhance access
- Alumni demand
- Students and faculty research
- Institutional history preservation and dissemination

TEAM & COLLABORATION
- Librarians
- IT support
- Alumni
- Current students
- Faculty
- Other constituencies

TECHNICAL SETTING
- DSpace platform
- NALIS Foundation cooperation
- Formats and description
- Software and hardware, storage and backup

FUTURE GOALS & CHALLENGES
- Completing the Student Publications Collection
- Expanding the Digital collections by adding other student scholarly output (documentaries, oral history projects, digital storytelling projects, etc.)
- Developing a wider Institutional repository

CURRENT STATE
- Four titles
- 2,559 files

AUBG STUDENTS’ PUBLICATIONS
AUBG ASPACTER · AGORA · AUBG LITERARY MAGAZINE · FLY IN THE HEAD
VIEW · VOX · VERVE · IN FOCUS · AUBG DAILY · DE FACTO

American University in Bulgaria

www.aubg.edu/library